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Abstract 
We consider the problem of preemptively scheduling a set of imprecise computation tasks on 
a single processor, with the added constraint that each optional subtask is either fillly executed OI 
entirely discarded. Two performance metrics arc considered: ( 1) the total error; (2) the number 
of i~q~r~~~~.s~~/_~ SCIICL &  tasks (i.e., tasks whose optional subtasks are entirely discarded). Since 
the problem of minimizing the total error is NP-hard, we consider an O(n’)-time heuristic fot- 
it. where II is the number of tasks. It is shown that the total error of the schedule produced 
by the heuristic is at most three times that of an optimal schedule and the bound is tight. For 
the problem of minimizing the number of imprecisely scheduled tasks. WC show that It can bc 
solved in O(n’) time. Since the time complexity is unacceptably high, we consider an O(n’)- 
time heuristic for it. It is shown that the number of imprecisely scheduled tasks in the schedule 
produced by the heuristic is at most twice that in an optimal schedule and the bound is tight. 
Interestingly, the number of prr~isr/y .sc/~~tlzr/t~~/ tasks (i.e., tasks whose optional subtasks arc 
fully executed) in an optimal schedule is also at most twice that in the schcdulc produced by 
the heuristic and the bound is tight. 
Kt~~wo~ds: Real-time system; Imprecise computation task: Single processor; Preempti\ c 
scheduling: NP-hard; Polynomial-time algorithm: Heuristics: Worst-case analysis 
I. Introduction 
The Imprecise Computation Model was introduced [8-IO] to allow for the trade-off 
of the accuracy of computations in favor of meeting the deadline constraints of tasks. 
In this model, a task is logically decomposed into two subtasks, mandatory and optional. 
It is required that the mandatory subtask of each task be completed by its deadline. 
while its optional subtask can be left unfinished. If a task has an unfinished optional 
subtask, it incurs an error equal to the execution time of its unfinished portion. 
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In the Imprecise Computation Model, a task K is represented by the quadruple 
Ti = (rj,di, mj, o,), where yI,di, mi and oi denote its release time, deadline, mandatory 
subtask’s execution time and optional subtask’s execution time, respectively. Let e, 
denote its total execution time; i.e., ej = rni + oi. If the importance of the tasks are 
not identical, a weight can be associated with each task; such a task system is called 
a weighted task system. A schedule for a given task system is feasible if each manda- 
tory subtask is completed by its deadline; a task system is feasible if there is a feasible 
schedule for it. Feasibility of a task system can be determined in at most O(n2 log2 n) 
time for a multiprocessor system [ 161 and O(n log n) time for a single processor [4]. 
In this article, we will assume that all task systems are feasible and all task parameters 
are rational numbers. Furthermore, we will be concerned with preemptive scheduling 
only. 
Let S be a feasible schedule for a task system TS with n tasks. For each task T,, 
let a(7;,S) denote the amount of processor time assigned to T, in S. The error of 7; 
in S, denoted by e(Ti,S), is defined to be ej - cx(Ti,S). The total error of S, denoted 
by s(S), is defined to be C:=, E(T,, S). The minimum total error of TS, denoted by 
E(TS), is defined to be min {e(S) : S is a feasible schedule for TS}. 
Blazewicz [l] was the first to study the problem of minimizing the total weighted 
error for a special case of imprecise computation tasks, where each task has its optional 
subtask only (i.e., mi = 0 for each 1 d i 6 n). He showed that both multiprocessor and 
uniform processor systems can be reduced to minimum-cost-maximum-flow problems 
which can be transformed to linear programming problems, thereby establishing the 
polynomial-time solvability of the problems. Blazewicz and Finke [2] later gave faster 
algorithms for both problems, again using the minimum-cost-maximum-flow approach. 
Potts and Van Wassenhove [ 131 studied the same problem on a single processor, with 
the added assumption that all tasks have identical release times and weights. They 
gave an O(n logn)-time algorithm for preemptive scheduling and showed that the 
problem becomes NP-hard for nonpreemptive scheduling. A pseudopolynomial algo- 
rithm was also given for the nonpreemptive case. Based on this algorithm, Potts and 
Van Wassenhove [ 141 later gave a polynomial approximation scheme and two fully 
polynomial approximation schemes for the nonpreemptive case. 
For the Imprecise Computation Model, the problem of minimizing the total error 
was first studied by Shih et al. [16]; they gave an 0(n210g2n)-time algorithm for 
a multiprocessor system. Shih et al. [ 151 and Leung et al. [6] gave a faster algorithm 
for a single processor that runs in O(n log n) time. 
For the weighted case, Shih et al. [ 161 again showed that the problem can be trans- 
formed to a minimum-cost-maximum-flow problem. Using Orlin’s 0( IA 1 log 1 Vl( IA I + 
1 VI log / vi))-time algorithm for the minimum-cost-maximum-flow problem [ 121, where 
A and V denote the edge set and vertex set, respectively, the problem of minimizing 
the total weighted error on a multiprocessor system can be solved in 0(n210g3n) time. 
For a single processor, Shih et al. [15] gave a faster algorithm that runs in O(n’ logn) 
time. (Although the authors of [ 151 claimed that their algorithm runs in O(n2) time, 
we cannot justify it since their algorithm invokes the Earliest Deadline algorithm [4] 
n times, each of which takes O(n logn) time.) Recently, Leung et al. [6] gave an 
O(n logn + kn)-time algorithm, where k denotes the number of different weights. 
In [15], Shih et al. proposed an added constraint (called the O/l-constraint) to be 
put on the Imprecise Computation Model, where each optional subtask is either fully 
executed or entirely discarded. This added constraint is motivated by some applica- 
tions. For example, many tasks can be solved by either a fast or a slow algorithm. 
with the slow algorithm producing better quality results than the fast one. Due to 
deadline constraints, it might not be possible to execute the slow algorithm for every 
task. Thus, the problem of scheduling tasks with primary (slow algorithm) and alternate 
(fast algorithm) versions can be transformed into one of scheduling with O;l-constraint 
[7]. With the Oil-constraint, two problems were proposed in [IS]: ( I ) minimize the 
total error; (2) minimize the number of imprecisri~~ schrduh~d tasks (i.e., tasks whose 
optional subtasks have been discarded). For a single processor, it was shown in [ l5j 
that the problem of minimizing the total error is NP-hard and the problem of minitniz- 
ing the number of imprecisely scheduled tasks is solvable in polynomial time if the 
optional subtasks have identical execution times. In the following, we will show that 
the problem of minimizing the total error is solvable in pseudopolynomial time, while 
the problem of minimizing the number of imprecisely scheduled tasks is solvable in 
O(n5) time. 
Lawler [5] gave an algorithm to solve the following problem in classical scheduling 
theory (denoted as the 1 Ipmtn, r, 1 C w,U, problem in the classification schetne of 131): 
Given a set of tasks, with each task having an execution time, release time, deadline 
and weight, find a preemptive schedule on a single processor such that the weighted 
number of late tasks is minimized. Lawler’s algorithm runs in 0(n3W2) time. where 
17 is the number of tasks and W is the total weight of all the tasks. In the following. 
we will show that the above two problems can be reduced to the 1 lpmtn. /; 1 C ~c’~Cf, 
problem, and hence can be solved by Lawler’s algorithm. 
Consider the problem of minimizing the total error. Let TS be a set of II imprecise 
computation tasks and let 0 = ~~=, 0;. For each task 7’,, create two tasks, an M-task 
with execution time m,, and weight g + 1 and an O-task with execution time o, and 
weight 0,. Both tasks have release time Y, and deadline (I;. It is clear that a schedule 
for the M-tasks and O-tasks that minimizes the weighted number of late tasks is also 
a feasible schedule that minimizes the total error for T.S. Using Lawler’s algorithm, 
such a schedule can be found in 0(n5ri2) time. Hence the problem of minimizing the 
total error can be solved in pseudopolynotnial time. 
Now consider the problem of minimizing the number of imprecisely scheduled tasks. 
Let TS be a set of n imprecise computation tasks. For each task 7’,, create two tasks 
_ an M-task with execution time m, and weight II + 1 and an O-task with execution 
time o, and weight 1. Both tasks have release time 5 and deadline ~1,. It is clear that 
a schedule for the M-tasks and O-tasks that minimizes the weighted number of late 
tasks is also a feasible schedule that minimizes the number of imprecisely scheduled 
tasks for 7X. Using Lawler’s algorithm, such a schedule can be found in O(n’) time. 
(Since there are only weights of n + 1 and 1 for a single task, there are at most O(n) 
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different weights for all possible subsets of tasks, which gives the possible savings in 
time.) 
Other optimization problems concerning the Imprecise Computation Model have also 
been studied; see [ 1 l] for a survey of related problems and results. 
In this article, we will give fast heuristics for scheduling a set of imprecise com- 
putation tasks with O/l-constraint on a single processor. An O(n2)-time heuristic, 
Algorithm A, is given for the problem of minimizing the total error. We show that 
the total error of the schedule produced by Algorithm A is at most three times that 
of an optimal schedule and the bound is tight. Although the problem of minimizing 
the number of imprecisely scheduled tasks is solvable in polynomial time, the time 
complexity is unacceptably high for it to be useful in practice. Consequently, we give 
an O(n’)-time heuristic, Algorithm B, for this problem. It is shown that the number 
of imprecisely scheduled tasks in the schedule produced by Algorithm B is at most 
twice that in an optimal schedule and the bound is tight. Interestingly, the number of 
precisely scheduled tasks (i.e., tasks whose optional subtasks are fully executed) in an 
optimal schedule is also at most twice that in the schedule produced by the heuristic 
and the bound is tight. 
We now define notations that will be used throughout this article. Let TS be a set 
of n imprecise computation tasks, or tasks in brief. We use PU(TS) to denote the 
set {T,: T, E TS and oi > O}. A task T, is said to be eligible in a given interval 
[t’, t”] if ri < t’ < t” < dj. We use E^(TS) to denote the minimum total error of TS 
under the O/l-constraint. If H is a scheduling algorithm, we let EH( TS) denote the set 
{ Tj: oj > 0 and Tj is precisely scheduled by H} and l?H(TS) =PO(TS) - EH(TS). In 
particular, Eo(TS) and Eo( TS) denote the above two sets for the optimal algorithm. 
With a slight abuse of notation, we use EH(TS) to denote the total error of the schedule 
for TS produced by Algorithm H. 
The article is organized as follows. In the next section, we will give Algorithm A and 
derive its worst-case bound. In Section 3, we give Algorithm B and prove its worst- 
case bound. In Section 4, we prove two assertions that were used in the proofs in the 
previous two sections. Finally, we draw some concluding remarks in the last section. 
2. Total error 
We will give a fast heuristic, Algorithm A, for minimizing the total error. The 
algorithm works as follows. Let TS be a task system with n tasks and let n’ = IPO(TS)J. 
First, the tasks are sorted in nonincreasing order of the execution times of the optional 
subtasks and EA(TS) is initialized to be the empty set. Then, the following process is 
iterated n’ times. In the ith iteration, the algorithm of Leung-Yu-Wei [6] is applied 
to compute the minimum total error for the task system obtained from TS by setting 
the execution times of the optional subtasks of all the tasks not in EA( TS) U {K} to 
be zero. If the minimum total error is zero, 7; will be included in EA(TS); otherwise, 
it will not. A formal description of Algorithm A is given below. 
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Algorithm A 
Ir~prl: A feasible task system TS = ({I-,}, {[I,}. {PI,}, {(I,}) consisting of n tasks with 
lPO( TS)j = 11’. 
OLltprt: A feasible schedule S,d satisfying the O/l -constraint. 
M~~thod 
I. Sort the tasks in TS such that o, 3 O;+I for I < i < 17; Ef( TS) - 8; 
2. For i= 1.2 . . . . . n’ do: 
Use the algorithm of Leung-Yu-Wei [6] to construct a schedule i for the task 
system 7% obtained from TS by setting the execution times of the optional subtasks 
of all the tasks not in Ed( TS) U { 7;) to be zero; 
If i:(S)+O. then E,4(TS)+E,f(TS)C:{T,}; 
It is clear that 5’4 is a feasible schedule satisfying the O/ l-constraint. The time com- 
plexity of Algorithm A is O(d), since the algorithm of Leung-Yu-Wei [6] takes 
linear time after an initial sort of the tasks in nondecreasing order of the rclcase 
times. 
It is interesting to observe that the worst-case performance of Algorithm .4 would 
be unbounded if the tasks were sorted in nondecreasing order, rather than nonincreas- 
ing order, of the execution times of the optional subtasks. Consider the task system 
KS consisting of two tasks T1 =(0,x,0,x) and T, = (0, l,O, I), where x > I. With the 
new ordering. Algorithm A will schedule T2 precisely with a total error of x. On the 
other hand, t( TS) = I. Thus, the bound can be made arbitrarily large by taking s large 
enough. However, with nonincreasing order of the execution times of the optional sub- 
tasks, Algorithm .4 has a worst-case performance bound at most three, as the following 
theorem shows. 
WC first give a task system showing that the bound can be achieved asymptotically. 
Consider the task system TS consisting of the following four tasks: TI = (x ~ ii. 2.r - 
ci. O..tB). Tz = (O.s,O,x), T3 =(2x-26,3.u-28,0,x) and T4 = (x.2.rP2(5.0,x-2ci). where 
.V > ci > 0. It is clear that Algorithm A will schedule T1 precisely and the remaining 
tasks imprecisely, yielding a total error of 3x - 2d. On the other hand, ?( TS) =x. Thus, 
f:{( TS) approaches 32(TS) as 6 approaches 0. 
For the remainder of this section, we will show that c4(TS) < 3f(TS). First, we will 
state an assertion which will be proved in Section 4. Call a task inuppropriutr if it is 
precisely scheduled by Algorithm A, but not by the optimal algorithm. 
Assertion Al. Let 7; he un inuppropriutc tusk in the tusk ~s)*.sttw TS uncl Irt T? bc 
ohtainrcl,from TS b_v setting the execution time of’ the optional suhtusk of’ T to he 
zero. Then MY haw ~.d( T3) > EA( TS) - 30,. 
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With the above assertion, we will prove the upper bound by contradiction. Let TS 
be the smallest task system, in terms of IPO(K?)i, that violates the bound. We will 
characterize the nature of TS in the next two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. E,,+(TS)fl&(TS)=0 und EA(TS>UEO(TS)=PO(TS). 
Proof. If EA(TS) n &I( TS) # 0, let 7; E EA( TS) n&(E). Consider the task system 
T3 obtained from TS by setting the execution times of the mandatory subtask and 
optional subtask of Ti to be rni + Oi and 0, respectively. It is clear that IPO( T3)l < 
jPO(TS)j, ~~(6) = .q.,(TS) and 6(fi) = k(TS). Thus, fi is a smaller task system vio- 
lating the bound, contradicting the assumption that TS is the smallest such task system. 
If EA( TS) U &I( TS) # PO(TS), let Ti be a task such that o, > 0 and T, $8 EA(TS) U 
Eo(TS). Consider the task system T3 obtained from TS by setting the execution 
time of the optional subtask of Ti to be zero. Clearly, IPO( ?%‘)I < IPO( TS)I, &A( T??) = 
EA(TS)-O~ and t(T3)=E^(TS)-Oi. Thus, EA(T~)=~;~(TS)-O; >3i(TS)-oi=3H(T3)+ 
2oi > 32(T3), and hence T3 is a smaller task system violating the bound. 0 
Lemma 2.2. IEA(TS)l = 0. 
Proof. If lEA( > 1, let E,J(TS)={~,,~; *,..., T!,,}, where m 2 1. By Lemma 2.1, 
each task in EA(TS) is an inappropriate task in TS. Consider the task system T3 
obtained from TS by setting the execution time of the optional subtask of F,,, to be 
zero. Clearly, IPO(T3)l < IPO(TS)I. By Assertion Al, we have 
&A(T~) > CA(TS)-~O~,,,. (2.1) 
Since E~( TS) > 3i(TS), we have 
Q(T~) > 3(Z(TS) - q,,,). (2.2) 
Since 7;,,, is not in Eo(TS), we have 
C(T%)=~‘(TS)-Q. (2.3 j 
From (2.2) and (2.3), we have I > 3E^(7?$), contradicting the assumption that TS 
is the smallest task system violating the bound. •I 
Lemma 2.2 implies that Algorithm A cannot schedule uny tasks in PO(TS) precisely. 
By Lemma 2.1, the optimal algorithm schedules every task in PO(TS) precisely. These 
two facts lead to an impossibility, which proves Theorem 2.1. 
3. Number of imprecisely scheduled tasks 
We will give a fast heuristic, Algorithm B, for minimizing the number of imprecisely 
scheduled tasks. Algorithm B works exactly like Algorithm A, except that the tasks are 
sorted in nondecreasing order of the execution times of the optional subtasks. A formal 
description of the algorithm is given below. 
Algorithm B 
Input: A feasible task system TS = ({I*~}. {$,}. {m,}. (0,)) consisting of II tasks with 
lPO( Ts)I = 11’. 
Output: A feasible schedule Se satisfying the O/l-constraint. 
Mi~flKKl: 
I, Index the tasks in PO( TS) from 1 to 11’ such that o, < o,_i for 1 < i < n’; Index 
the tasks in T’S - PO( KS) from n’ + 1 to n; EB( TS) - 8; 
2. For i= 1,2 . . . . . ~7’ do: 
Use the algorithm of Leung-Yu-Wei [6] to construct a schedule 5 for the task 
system 7” obtained from TS by setting the execution times of the optional 
subtasks of all the tasks not in ER( KS) U { 7;) to be zero: 
If r:(S)=O. then Ea(TS)+Eg(TS)C~(T,}; 
It is clear that SB is a feasible schedule satisfying the O/l-constraint. The time 
complexity of Algorithm B is the same as Algorithm A, O(d). 
In the last section. we showed that if Algorithm B were used for minimizing the 
total error, then it would give an unbounded worst-case performance. As it turns out, 
if Algorithm il were used for minimizing the number of imprecisely scheduled tasks, 
then it would also give an unbounded worst-case performance. Consider the task system 
consisting of 17 + I tasks: T = ((i - 1 )x. ix. 0,x) for 1 ,i i < n and 7;,+i = (0. n*, 0. nu). 
where .Y > 0. Algorithm A schedules T,,, 1 precisely and the remaining tasks imprc- 
cisely, while the optimal algorithm schedules z,+i imprecisely and the remaining tasks 
precisely. Thus, the bound can be made arbitrarily large by taking IZ large enough. 
Unlike Algorithm .4, Algorithm B gives a much better worst-case bound for minimiz- 
ing the number of imprecisely scheduled tasks, as the next theorem shows. 
We first give a task system showing that the bound can be achieved. Consider the 
task system TS consisting of three tasks: T, = (x ~ ti, 2s - ci, 0,.x), T2 = (0.x. 0.x) and 
T, = (2(x ~ S). 3s - 26,0,.x), where s > ci. Algorithm B schedules T1 precisely and the 
remaining tasks imprecisely, while the optimal algorithm schedules Tz and Tj precisely 
and TI imprecisely. Thus, ]_!?.B( ??‘)I = 2ii0( TS)l. 
In the following, we will show that Il?B(,TS)l < 2]g,,(TS)/. First, we will state an 
assertion which will be proved in Section 4. Call a task irxq~ptwpriut~ if it is precisely 
scheduled by Algorithm B, but not by the optimal algorithm. 
Assertion Bl. Let T, br un inuppropriutr tusk in thr tusk system TS mtl let fS hr 
obtuinrd,fiwn TS by setting thr exrczltion time qf the optional .suhtusk ?f‘ T, fo he 
ZEYO. Thm 1t.r huce I&( T%)j >, &( ES)/ - 2. 
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With the above assertion, we will prove the upper bound by contradiction. Let TS 
be the smallest task system, in terms of IPO(TS)I, that violates the bound. The next 
two lemmas, which are counterparts of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, characterize the nature 
of TS; we will omit their proofs since they are very similar to those of Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2. 
Lemma 3.1. E&TS)nE,(TS)=@ and EB(TS)UEO(TS)=PO(TS). 
Lemma 3.2. I&( KY>/ = 0. 
Lemma 3.2 implies that Algorithm B cannot schedule any tasks in PO(TS) precisely. 
By Lemma 3.1, the optimal algorithm schedules every task in PO( TS) precisely. These 
two facts lead to an impossibility, which proves Theorem 3.1. 
While Theorem 3.1 gives a relationship between I_!?B(TS)l and Levi, it does 
not give a meaningful relationship between IEB( TS)l and I&( TS)l. The next theorem 
shows that they are also related by the same multiplicative factor. 
Theorem 3.2. For any task system TS, lEo( d ~/EB(TS)I. Moreover, the bound 
is tight. 
Proof. The task system TS given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 also shows that 
lEo( = 21EB(TS)I. The upper bound is proved by contradiction. Let TS be the small- 
est task system, in terms of IPO(TS)I, that violates the bound. It is easy to verify that 
Lemma 3.1 also holds for TS. Thus, EB(TS) = Eo(TS) and Eo( TS) = l?s(TS). Hence, 
lEo( = I&TS)l < ~I&I(TS)I=~IES(TS)I, contradicting our assumption that TS vi- 
olates the bound. q 
From Theorem 3.1 and the fact that II?&TS>l+ IEB(TS)I = @:o(TS)I + lEo( =I?‘, 
we have 
IE~(TS)I =n’- IkB(TS)l 3 n’-2lI?:o(TS)I =2lEo(TS)I -n’. (3.1) 
From Theorem 3.2, we have 
I-WTV 2 I&(TW2. (3.2) 
Now, 2/Eo(TS)I - n’ 3 lEo(T if and only if IEo( TS)j > 2n’/3. Thus, when 
lEo( > 2n’/3, Theorem 3.1 gives a better bound for IEB(TS)~; otherwise, Theo- 
rem 3.2 gives a better bound. 
4. Proofs of Assertions Al and Bl 
In this section, we will prove Assertions Al (in Section 2) and Bl (in Section 3) 
thereby completing all the proofs in this article. For convenience, we will state the 
assertions in the following. 
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Assertion Al. Let T, be an inappropriute tusk (with respect to Al~gorithm .4) in the 
tusk systrm TS cmd let Tk be obtained from TS hx settiny the c’secution time of’ the 
optionrrl subtask of’ 7; to br xvv. Then 11’~ hare E I( fS) > t;,,( TS) ~ 30,~. 
Assertion Bl. Let 7; be un inuppropriate task (with respect to Algorithm B) in the 
tusk system TS und let Tk be obtained jiwn TS b), srttiny thr execution time qf the 
optionul subtusk of ys to be zero. Theta ll’e have /l?:~( T3)i 3 I.!?,( TS)i - 2. 
Let r’( r,) = {z,~ : zA CPU(TS) -EA( 7’S) and there is a feasible schedule for TS 
such that all the tasks in SA U(E,d(TS) - { 7;)) are precisely scheduled}. Similarly. 
let rj( r, ) = { TB : TB C PO( TS) - EB( TS) and there is a feasible schedule for TS such 
that all the tasks in ZB U (EB( TS) - { Ts }) are precisely scheduled}. Then it is easy to 
see that Assertions Al and Bl follow from the following assertions, Al’ and B I ‘. 
respectively. 
Assertion Al’. For unq’ 7.4 E rd(7;), NY hclce xrtr, o, < 30,. 
Assertion Bl’. For an?; TB E r,(7;.), \1’? hwe 1581 < 2. 
In the following we will prove Assertions Al’ and Bl’. First, we need to prove two 
properties about &(rs) and r,(r,). Since these properties are common to both. we will 
use H to stand for both A and B. The two properties are: 
Property PI. For any ZH E &(7;), we have CKEr,, o, < d~(7;.) + 0,. where d,,( r,) 
is the largest total amount of processor times that could possibly be assigned to the 
optional subtasks of the tasks in TH lvithout the O!l-constraint, under the condition that 
all the tasks in EH( 7’S) are precisely scheduled. 
Property P2. LIH(T,) < op + oq, where T,] and Tq are the two tasks in ZH with the 
earliest release time and the latest deadline, respectively. 
To facilitate our proof, we will assume that an optimal schedule can be divided (from 
time min {r,} to time max {di}) into equal-length segments such that there is no task 
reassignment within each segment; we use ~1 to denote the length of each segment. 
Such an assumption can be made because the task parameters are rational numbers 
and a feasible schedule can be constructed with only a finite number of preemptions. 
The following lemma is instrumental in proving Property Pl 
Lemma 4.1. Let 7% be obtained ,fkm Tk by shortenity the esrcution time of’ IIW 
mrmdutory s&tusk qf‘ F, by the amount x, where 0 < x < ti,. Then NY hrwe c( Ts) -- 
r:(TS) < x. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by contradiction. Suppose that I-:( 7%) - E( 7%) > s. 
Let s and s be the schedules such that c(S)=C(TS) and F($)=c( Ti). Since 
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E( Tk) - E( +k) > x, we have 
c a(7;,S)< c a(7;,S). (4.1) 
7;ETk r;ET’S 
Let b and ji be the lengths of the segments of s and $, respectively. Let ,u be the 
highest common factor of fi and ji; i.e., b and b are integral multiples of p. Divide s 
and s into equal-length segments with the length of each segment being p. A segment 
is said to be identical if both ,I? and s are idle or executing the same task; otherwise, 
it is said to be nonidentical. A nonidentical segment is called an idle/busy segment 
if 3 is idle while 3 is busy. From (4.1), we know that there is at least one idle/busy 
segment. 
We modify s as follows: examine each idle/busy segment in turn. Suppose we are 
considering the idle/busy segment si and let Tk be the task executing in si in 3. We 
assert that TX_ is precisely scheduled in ,Y?; otherwise, a schedule with smaller total error 
than ,? can be obtained by scheduling ?k in s; in 3, contradicting our assumption that 
c(s) = a( ri). Since Fk is executing in si in 3 but not in 3, there must be a nonidentical 
segment si such that ?k is executing in s,j in s but not in s. We shift Fk from sj to s, 
in s, thus obtaining an identical segment s;. The above process is iterated until there is 
no idle/busy segment left. Since the number of identical segments is increased by one 
after each iteration and since there are only a finite number of segments, the above 
process must terminate with no idle/busy segment left. But this means that (4.1) cannot 
hold, which is the contradiction we sought. 0 
Using the above lemma, we can show Property Pl. 
Lemma 4.2. For uny TH or’,, we huve C7;G7H~i d d~(T~)+o,, where AH(T.~) is 
the hvgest totul umount of processor times that could possibly be ussigned to the 
optionul subtusks of the tusks in zH without the Q/l-constraint, under the condition 
that ~111 the tusks in EH(TS) are precisely scheduled. 
Proof. Consider the two task systems Tk and i?? obtained from TS as follows: in TS, 
the execution time of the mandatory subtask of 7; is set to be mi + oi if T, E EH(TS); 
otherwise, it is set to be mi. The execution time of the optional subtask of 7; is set to 
be o, if 7; E rH; otherwise, it is set to be 0. The task system f$ is the same as T%, 
except that the execution time of the mandatory subtask of r, is set to be m,. Clearly, 
?$ is obtained from T& by shortening the execution time of the mandatory subtask 
of TV by 0,. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, we have 
E(T&) - ~(7%) d 0,. (4.2) 
Since there is a feasible schedule for TS such that all the tasks in ZH U (EH(TS) - {c.}) 
are precisely scheduled, we have c(?j) = 0. Furthermore, it is easy to see that E(T$) = 
c ZtrH oi - dH(T$). Substituting into (4.2), we immediately obtain the desired 
result. 0 
We now proceed to show Property P2. The next lemma is instrumental in proving 
this result. 
Proof. If there were a task z in TH that can be precisely scheduled along with all the 
tasks in Ej,( rS), then 7; would be included in E,,( TS), contradicting the fact that it is 
in 5/f. E 
Consider the task system KS* obtained from TS as follows: TS* consists of all 
the tasks in TS plus an extra task T,+ 1 not in TS. In TS*. the execution time of 
the mandatory subtask of 7;. 1 < i < n, is set to be /E,+o, if T,tEf,(TS)P{r,j; 
otherwise, it is set to be mi. The execution time of the optional subtask of 7;. I < i < II, 
is set to be o, if K E 7~; otherwise, it is set to be 0. Finally, the release time, deadline, 
execution time of the mandatory subtask and execution time of the optional subtask 
of T,, 1 are set to be I^,, &, o, and 0, respectively. 
Let S” be the schedule such that c(S”) =: i;( TS* ). Divide S* into equal-length seg- 
ments and index them as 1,2,..., [O.,‘~~l~ where D= maxTEr.5* {d,} - rninnt,:c- {Y!} and 
11 is the length of the segments of 5’“. Now remove the optional subtasks of all the 
tasks in T// from S*. We will call the newly created idle segments the ~,~-ir/lc sep- 
merits. Since T,, 1 acts like the optional subtask of T,, A,,( T,) is equal to the total 
length of all the r/f-idfp segments in 5’“. Thus, our problem is reduced to finding an 
upper bound for the total length of all the rH-id/c segments. 
Let T,, be the task in SH such that I.,, -= min7 tI,, (I-,} and T, be the task in r/f 
such that tl, = max~t,,,{~,}. By left-shifting or right-shifting tasks in S* if necessary. 
we may assume that the execution of 7;,+ 1 in the interval [,;,. drl] is not separated by 
any rt,-i(llr segment. In the following, we will show that all the s/l-idlr segments 
can be directly or indirectly used to schedule the optional subtask of T,, or 7;,. Since. 
by Lemma 4.3. neither T,, nor Tq can be precisely scheduled along with the tasks in 
Ef,( KS), the total length of all the zrr-idc segments must be less than (1,’ -A- (I,,. 
We first consider the case that T,+l is executed in [~,‘.d~,] in S*: the complementary 
case can be disposed of in a similar manner. Let 11 (rcsp. tl) denote the starting time 
(resp. the ending time) of the first (resp. last) segment in [t;,,(fcj] in which 7;, 1 is 
executed. Thus. all the TH-idle segments are in [I;,,/[] and [t?,&]. We first show that 
all the sfl-ill/c~ segments in [tz,c&] can be directly or indirectly used to schedule 7;!. It 
f;, < tl, we obtain the result immediately. Thus, WC may assume that ‘;, > 12. 
We now describe an algorithm, Algorithm SHIFT, which will shift all the r,,-id/(, 
segments from [[?.Y‘,] into [~;l,d~]. The basic idea is to find a sequence of segments. 
starting from a ~I+-iclLe segment in [t2.rq] and ending with a busy segment in [I;.&], 
so that tasks can be shifted in the reverse order of the sequence. Towards this end. 
we use a directed tree G = (V,A) to trace this sequence of segments. Each vertex 
in V is a pair (7;,.s,) of task and segment, which signifies that T, is executed in .s! 
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in S*. There is a directed edge from (z,.si) to (Tk,sl) if Tk is eligible in Sj. The 
algorithm works as follows. Let s, be the lowest-indexed TH-idle segment in [t2,ry], 
Based on s, and S*, a directed tree G = (V,A) is constructed. Initially, G contains the 
root (To,s,), where To is a dummy task. Then G is expanded iteratively by visiting 
the unvisited vertices in a breadth-first manner. Suppose we are visiting the vertex 
(7;,Sj). Let F(i,j) = { Tk : Tk is eligible in s, and has not appeared as the first compo- 
nent of any vertex in V}. Expand G by adding the vertices {( TX_,s[): Tk E F(i,j) and 
Tk is executing in s[ in S*} to V and the edges {((c,Sj), (Tk,S[)): Tk E F(i,j) and 
Tk is executing in sl in S*} to A. If there is a vertex (rrI;,sJ) in V such that sl’ is in 
[rq, d,], then find the unique path P = (( KI, s,) = (7;, , sj, ), ( K2, sj2 ), . , (T,_, sjz ) = (L sy )) 
from the root to (7;,s,). (As we shall see later, such a vertex will always be found 
before all the vertices have been visited by the algorithm.) Modify S* by shift- 
ing Ti, from Sj,, to si,,-i for each 1 < h < z. The above process is repeated until 
no sH-idle segment is left in [tz,~~]. A formal description of Algorithm SHIFT is 
given below. 
Algorithm SHIFT 
Input: The schedule S*. 
Output: The modified S* such that all the zH-idle segments in [tl,r,] are shifted into 
[rq, 4J 
Method: 
1. If there is no TH-idle segment in [tz,~~], then stop; 
2. Let s, be the lowest-indexed zH-idle segment in [t2,rq]; 
Construct a directed tree G = (V,A) with respect to s, and S* as follows: 
2.1 V + {(To,~,)}; A -0; 
2.2 Visit all the unvisited vertices of G in a breadth-first manner; 
Let (z,Sj) be an unvisited vertex and let F(i,j) = {Tk : Tk is eligible in Sj and 
has not appeared as the first component of any vertex in V}; 
V + VU {(Tk,st): G E F(i,j) and Tk is scheduled in s( in S*}; 
A+AU {((T,sj),(Tk,sl)): Tk l F(i,j) and Tk is scheduled in sf in S*}; 
If there is a vertex (Tr,sY) in V such that sI. is in [ry,dq], then go to Step 3; 
3. Let P=((7;,,Sj,),(~2,Sjz),...,(7;~,s,~)) be the unique path from the root to (G,s,), 
where 7;, = To,sj, = s,, r. = TX and sj: = s!; 
Modify S” by shifting i,< from sj,< to Sj,,_l for each 1 < h < z; (Note that after the 
shifting, sir becomes an idle segment.) 
Go to Step 1; 0 
It is clear that modifying the schedule S* according to Algorithm SHIFT will result 
in a feasible schedule. In the next lemma, we will show that all of the zH-idle segments 
in [t2,rq] are shifted into [r,,d,] by Algorithm SHIFT. 
Lemma 4.4. All of the sH-idle segments in [t2, rq] we shifted into [rq, d,] by Algorithm 
SHZFT. 
Proof. All we need show is that each time Step 2 of Algorithm SHIFT is executed. 
Step 3 will also be executed; i.e., a vertex (T\.s,.) in V with s,. in [ly.&] will be found 
before all the vertices are visited. From the way that G is expanded, any two vertices 
at different levels in G cannot have the same first component. Thus, the number of 
vertices in G is finite and G will eventually reach a fixed point. We will prove the 
lemma by contradiction. Suppose that no such vertex is found when G reaches a fixed 
point. Let @= (7; : (7;,s,) is in L’? for some s,}. It is clear that 7;, is not in Cp. There 
are two cases to consider. 
CLIS(I I: T ,1+, t @. Let S, be an arbitrary feasible schedule for TS in which each task in 
C&(T~)~{~>)u{~/} P IS recisely scheduled and the remaining tasks are imprecisely 
scheduled. Since TcJ E TH, S, must exist. 
Construct a schedule 3 for TS* as follows: For each task 7; in TS*, if K is in @. 
schedule it as in S*; otherwise, schedule it as in S,. We wish to show that no two 
tasks are scheduled in the same segment in 3. Suppose not. Let r E@ and r, @ cf, be 
scheduled in the same segment sk in 3. This implies that T is scheduled in .sk in S” 
and T, is scheduled in sk in .S,. Thus, r, is eligible in sk. Since (T,.sk ) t I. (T’,..v,) 
must be in C’ for some .s/. But this means that T, is in @, contradicting the assumption 
that it is not. 
We now show that 5 is a feasible schedule for TS in which each task in Ef,( Ts) U 
{ 7;,} is precisely scheduled, contradicting the fact that 7/ cannot be precisely scheduled 
along with all the tasks in EH( ZY). For each 7; E E,f( TS) ~ {T,}, 7; is precisely sched- 
uled in 3 whether it is in @ or not. If we regard T,,+l as the optional subtask of T,. 
we see that r, is also precisely scheduled in i, since ‘I;!+, is in 4. Since 7;, is not in 
(D. it must be scheduled in 5 as in S,, and hence it is also precisely scheduled in 3. 
Finally, for each 7; not in EH(TS) U { 7j}, t i s mandatory subtask must be scheduled 
in 3, whether it is in @ or not. Thus, S is a feasible schedule for TS in which each 
task in El/( TS) U { 7;,} is precisely scheduled. 
Ctrsr II: T,,_, & @. Let S, be defined as in Case I. Observe that if a task is eligible 
in s,,, it must be in (D. Partition the tasks not in <p into two sets 6, = {r: K $ Cp and L/, 
is not later than the starting time of s,,} and $1 = {I;: 7; $ @ and I^, is not earlier than 
the ending time of s,}. Clearly, TI+j is in 6,; otherwise, it would be in @. Also. T, 
is in $2, since its release time is not earlier than the ending time of s,. 
Construct a schedule ?? for TS* as follows: For each task K in TS”. if T, is in (1, 
or &I, schedule it as in S*; otherwise, schedule it as in S,. Using the same argu- 
ment as in Case I, we can show that no two tasks are scheduled in the same segment 
in S. 
We now show that s is a feasible schedule for TS in which each task in El/( Ts) I) 
{ T(,} is precisely scheduled, contradicting the fact that Tq cannot be precisely sched- 
uled along with all the tasks in EH( TS). For each T E EH( TS) ~ {TV}, r is precisely 
scheduled in 5 whether it is in @ or not. If we regard T,+, as the optional subtask 
of T,, we see that 7; is also precisely scheduled in .?, since 7;,+1 is in 8,. Since 7;, 
is in 81, it is scheduled in ,!? as in .S,. and hence it is also precisely scheduled in .?. 
Finally, for each 7; not in Eff(TS) U { Tq), its mandatory subtask must be scheduled 
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in s whether it is in @ or not. Thus, ,$ is a feasible schedule for TS in which each 
task in EH( TS) U { Tq} is precisely scheduled. 0 
Using Lemma 4.4, we can prove the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.5. IJ’ T,+I is executed in [rJ,,ddq] in S”, then the total length of’ ull the 
zH-idle segments is less than oP + oq. 
Proof. The above argument shows that all the z,-idle segments in [tl, yq] can be shifted 
into [r,,d,]. Since rq cannot be precisely scheduled along with all the tasks in EH(TS), 
the total length of all the TH-idle segments in [tz, d,] is less than oq. By a similar 
strategy, we can show that all the zH-idle segments in [d,, t,] can be shifted into 
[v,,dp]. Since TP cannot be precisely scheduled along with all the tasks in EH(TS), the 
total length of all the zb,-idle segments in [Ye, tl] is less than op. Thus, the total length 
of all the zH-idle segments is less than o/, fo,. 0 
Lemma 4.6. If T,+I is not executed in [rP,dq] in S*, then the total length of all the 
zH-idle segments is less thun oP or oy. 
Proof. If T,+I is executed before rp in S*, we can show that the total length of all 
the zH-idle segments is less than oq. If T,+I is executed after dq in S*, we can show 
that the total length of all the rH-idle segments is less than 0,. 0 
Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 immediately imply Property P2. 
Lemma 4.7. dH( T,) < op + oq, where T, und T, ure the two tusks in 5~ with the 
earliest releuse time and the lutest deadline, respectively. 
We are now in a position to prove Assertions Al’ and Bl’. First, we need to prove 
the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.8. For each task 7; E z A, we have o, < o,~. For each tusk Ti E zg, we have 
oj 3 0,. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by contradiction. Suppose that T, is in rA and oi > 0,. 
Since Algorithm A considers the tasks in nonincreasing order of the execution times 
of the optional subtasks, q must be considered before rY. Since 7; is in r~, there is 
a feasible schedule for TS such that all the tasks in rA U (EA( TS) - { TF}) are precisely 
scheduled. But this means that c would be in EA(TS), contradicting the fact that it is 
in ZA. The second part of the lemma can be proved in the same manner by observing 
that Algorithm B considers the tasks in nondecreasing order of the execution times of 
the optional subtasks. 0 
Lemma 4.9. For uny ZA E h(T,,), we huve C7;tr,~i < 30,. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.7, for any r,~ E &(r,), CrFr,~~, < o,, + oy fo,. where T, 
and z, are the two tasks in r,d with the earliest release time and the latest deadline. 
respectively. The lemma follows immediately from Lemma 4.8. 0 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.7, for any r~ E r,( r, ). Xr:tr,j~~, < q, + oy + 0,. where q, 
and r, are the two tasks in r,s with the earliest release time and the latest deadline, 
respectively. By Lemma 4.8, the execution time of the optional subtask of every task 
in rrj is at least 0,. Thus, 1~~1 < 2. •1 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this article, we considered the problem of preemptively scheduling a set of im- 
precise computation tasks on a single processor, with the added constraint that each 
optional subtask is either fully executed or not executed at all. We gave an O(II’)-time 
heuristic, Algorithm A, for minimizing the total error, and showed that it has a tight 
bound of 3. We also gave an O(n’)-time heuristic, Algorithm B, for minimizing the 
number of imprecisely scheduled tasks. It was shown that it has a tight bound of 2, in 
terms of the number of imprecisely scheduled tasks as well as the number of precisely 
scheduled tasks. 
For future research, it will be interesting to see if there are any fast heuristics for 
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